TLC PRIMETIME HIGHLIGHTS:
Weeks of October 13th and 20th (as of 10.9.14)

Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of October 13th and 20th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

TLC PRESS CONTACT:
Jordyn Linsk: 240-662-2421
jordyn_linsk@discovery.com

WEEK OF OCTOBER 13TH (as of 10.9.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Special
90 DAY FIANCE – SEASON 1 WHERE ARE THEY NOW? – Sunday, October 19

Season Premieres
90 DAY FIANCE – Sunday, October 19
MY FIVE WIVES – Sunday, October 19

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14

9:00PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING – “WEDDING COUNTDOWN!”
With only one week to go, the Duggars are counting down the days until Jill’s wedding! From securing a rehearsal getaway car to filling up their new home with furniture purchased at a local auction, this super-size family is in full-on wedding mode.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15

9:00PM ET/PT
EXTREME CHEAPSKATES – “FATHER KNOWS DEBT”
Patriarch Raul Pinto scours through vacuum canisters at the car wash in hopes of finding spare change. And Kia Cambridge limits herself to one piece of gum every three days.

9:30PM ET/PT
EXTREME CHEAPSKATES – “POOL RULES: NO SPENDING”
Homemaker Jeni Cox goes to sporting good stores, using the exercise equipment on display in lieu of a gym membership. Realtor Lisa DiMercurio spends just three dollars to stage and sell her homes.

10:00PM ET/PT
OUTRAGEOUS 911 – “THE MEAN LADY NEXT DOOR”
This episode features a woman who doesn’t like how her false lashes look as well as a mean old lady who won’t give back the neighborhood kids their ball.

10:30PM ET/PT
OUTRAGEOUS 911 – “KID IN THE VENDING MACHINE”
This episode features a woman who falls into a trash chute to a man who mistakes a fire hydrant for a crying kid.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16

10:00PM ET/PT
BREAKING AMISH – “FORGIVE AND FORGET”
The group continues to deal with the fallout from Matt and Miriam’s hook up as Miriam tells Matt’s wife the truth about their tryst. Meanwhile, Vonda gives online dating a try while Bates takes his first steps toward launching an acting career.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “WHEN IN DOUBT, CUSTOMIZE”
QVC host Courtney Cason only wants a Mark Zunino gown, and she gets a huge surprise at Kleinfeld! Zabrina looks for an extravagant ball gown for her New Year’s Eve wedding, and Cheryl is nervous to try on her custom dress because she has never seen it!

9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “TIGHT, STRAPLESS, AND SEXY!”
It’s a day of sassy brides at Kleinfeld! Whytnee wants a sexy dress to suit her vixen image, Carla wants to show more skin than her mother would like, and 52 years-young Dina is ready to try on her gown, saying it will fit right if it fits tight.

10:00PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “SOUTHERN BARBIE BRIDE”
Jessica is a shy southern belle from North Carolina, but Mom is a Dixie diva with big style, big personality, and loves bling! Sam and Kelly must find the common ground to please this reserved bride and her fun-loving mom.

10:30PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “FASHION OR FAMILY?”
Opinionated bride Stephanie wants a jaw-dropping wedding dress, but her equally opinionated Mom insists there is none more jaw dropping than her own. Kelly needs to work magic to appease both parties, while Sam has to find a gown fit for a drama queen.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 19

8:00PM ET/PT
90 DAY FIANCE – “WHERE ARE THEY NOW?”
Ten months after tying the knot, three couples from Season 1 are back to share the current status of their relationship. Each pair reminisces on their 90 DAY FIANCE experience and gets us up to speed on “When Are They Now.”

9:00PM ET/PT
90 DAY FIANCE – “NEW COUPLES, NEW JOURNEYS”
Using the unique K1 visa, six foreigners will travel to the US to live with their overseas fiancés for the first time. Each couple will have just 90 days to decide to get married or send their international mate home. The 90-day journey begins for Justin and Evelin who met at a rugby match in Columbia as well as Brett and his Filipino fiancé Daya whose online searches for love sparked their transcontinental romance. Danielle met her Tunisian fiancé Mohamed in an international chat room and is eager to bring him home to Ohio while Chelsea met Yamir during a concert of his successful Nicaraguan boyband “Myla Vox.”

10:00PM ET/PT
MY FIVE WIVES – “MENDING A MARRIAGE”
Brady attempts to heal his relationship with Robyn by arranging an anniversary re-do date. Nonie worries about her difficulty getting pregnant. Big change is coming since three daughters are graduating high school and want to move out for college.

WEEK OF OCTOBER 20TH (as of 10.9.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

_Mid-Season Premiere_
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – Saturday, October 25

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21

9:00PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING – “ALL ABOUT JILL”
Jill Duggar is about to become Jill Dillard! See her very special bridal shower, where she spends time with the mamas and babies she’s met through her work as a midwife. Could the next shower for Jill be a baby shower?

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22

9:00PM ET/PT
EXTREME CHEAPSKATES – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Lydia Abate scours the obituaries, then visits surviving family members in hopes of taking the deceased person’s clothing off of their hands. Mason Roberts introduces his wife to his entire family of cheapskates.

10:00PM ET/PT
OUTRAGEOUS 911 – “TIGER IN MY BACKYARD”
This episode features a woman trapped in a car wash as well as a man who gets chased by a tiger.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23

10:00PM ET/PT
BREAKING AMISH – “OUT WITH THE OLD”
Near her breaking point, Miriam finally starts focusing on her dreams and pleads with her sister to bring her son Aaron to the city for a visit. Matt’s marriage takes a drastic turn for the worse and Bates gets blind-sided by his girlfriend back home. Pushed to the limit and sick of not fitting in, the group decides to ditch their Amish clothes and go English...but one of them has gone missing.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “ALL HANDS ON DECK”
Former model Meghan flew from St. Louis to find the perfect dress for her wedding to MLB star Jim Edmonds. Picky fashion buyer Lauren is back for her second visit. And Good Morning America meteorologist Ginger Zee tries on her reconstructed Pnina gown for the first time.

9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “MOM’S SEAL OF APPROVAL”
Stephanie wants to look like a “sex kitten” on her big day, but her mom wishes for something modest. Second-time bride Lisa’s mother is very opinionated about her dress choices. And Elizabeth fears her mom won’t approve the 13K gown she bought without her.

10:00PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “BRIDE OF LIBERACE”
Bubbly Karlee’s wedding is a mix of Great Gatsby, Marie Antoinette and Liberace. Mom’s dress is far from those, but she doesn’t see why Karlee wouldn’t want to wear it as is. Kelly and Sam have their work cut out making both Karlee and Mom happy.

10:30PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “FROM ACTIVE DUTY TO BRIDAL BEAUTY”
Crystal is a tough US Army soldier who doesn’t believe in the bridal moment, but needs a gown for her winter wonderland wedding. Crystal isn’t used to wearing dresses, so Sam must find a way to make Crystal a bridal believer, while Kelly has to transform Grandma’s dress into something fit for a snow queen.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25

9:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – “THE SKYDIVE CLUB”
Adrenaline-junkies crash land in the ER after making love while skydiving; a secret quickie during a wake becomes family business when things go dreadfully wrong; and an early morning romp turns out to be anything but ordinary for two naughty nurses.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26
9:00PM ET/PT
90 DAY FIANCE – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Episode description not available at this time.

10:30PM ET/PT
MY FIVE WIVES – “THE DATING LOTTERY”
Brady shocks the wives when he proposes a change that will throw everyone’s routine into chaos. Daughter Karlie has returned to Utah, and she is revealing a big secret to the family.